Although a tw?-nucleon transfer reaction would present a formidable calculational problem if one tried to solve it with any rigour, in fact, a very simple treatment usually -works quite well.
l We could think of the simple treatment, in -which all but the transferred nucleons playa passive role, as the first term in an expansion of'the T-matrix, with successive terms referring to ever more complicated processes. The expectation is that each additional complication, such as more profound rearrangements, leads to poorer overlaps and hence to weaker contributions.
For definiteness we consider the (t,p) reaction depicted in it cannot be excited in lowest order J and we must calculate. seime higher order terms. For example the triton may inelastically exCite the parent state, in this case ~2' and then be stripped of its neutrons. The post excitation route is also available.
Even if the parentage is, in large part, based on the ground state, the usual treatment of the first order process may fail. If the inelastic transition is very strong, then the optical model wave function in the ground channel may be a poor representation of the true function within the nUCleus, just '\.;here it is needed for the reaction calculation. Moreover, given a much enhanced ~2-
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.inelastic transition, the second order process may interfer significantly with the first, thrdugh smaller components in the wave functions.
So there are two distinct limiting circumstances when it will be necessary to calculate terms of second order, the first connected with questions of parentage, and the second with the degree of enhancement of inelastic transitions.
Fortunately it appears that for nuclei whose collectivity is not greater than that of the so-called vibrational nuclei, the higher order processes need not be called in on the second count. Therefore we consider first of all the . . lowest order process, the simple direct transfer. 
TvlO features of nuclear structure effect the intensity of these reactions, and they both really' involve the parentage question. How much does the state of A+2, in question look like the ground state of A plus two neutrons, and how well are those two neutrons correlated in the way they are in a triton? Remember in the triton the relative angular momentum is dominantly S and the neutron spins are coupled to zero. For brevity I shall refer to this as the l ' S correlation by which will be implied also a spatial correlation dictated by the triton size.
The answer to the question is best provided, in this context by the object
In the ket stands the wave function for the state of A+2 under consideration.
From this is projected the part which contains A, nucleons in the ground state of the target. This projection leaves a function of the remaining two neutrons. E.ction energy of a,group of neutrons does arise from the singlet-even correlations., For this reason these reactions provide a stringent test for nuclear models, for to reproduce the intensities of the reaction leading to various states in the nucleus, the structure theory must correctly predict the degree and radial distribution of the IS' correlation in each of them. What is meant by radial distribution of ,this correlation is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Fig. 2 . The radi~l l?robability dis-" tribution (r cp(r))2 of the IS correlation in the ,ground arid 03 state. Note the concentration in the surface for' the enhanced ground state transition, beside the fact that the total probability for it is much higher. It is amusing that the opposite' situation holds for such a close , 210 neighbour as Pb. In this case the low-spin single-particle states lie higher in the spectrum as shown in Fig. 4 . They are spread over an energy interval which is large compared to typical interaction energies, so that the ground state will have as its dominant components the high angular momentum configura-+ tions. The 10vlest ° , just because it is lowest, will possess more of the singleteven correlation than any of the pure configurations which form its dominant components. And some of this singlet':'even correlation will actually be the 18 .
However some higher level which is a coherent superposition of the other configurations will be comparable or more intense in the (t,p) reaction than the ground, because these configurations have more of the 18 correlation. This reaction is being studied at Los Alamos, but the analysis of the data is incomplete. However one thing is very evident, and that .is that the most intense transitions lie higher in the spectrum around 3 MeV. 4
I stress again that this discussion applies to any group of levels of the same spin and parity. Table 1 ). The coherent lowest state will have such admixtures of these configurations as builds up the singleteven correlation in the surface, since there is more volume there. That is, the last term in the "expansion will dominate for the enhanced states.
Thus the CM wave functions is known, aside from normalization, independent of' The agreement with the experimental data obtained by the Minnesota groupS,6 is excellent. We interpret this as an indication that, at least under appropriate circumstances, it is sufficient to calculate the simple direct transfer process.
Although the Minnesota group was not able to resolve many of the higher . . 7
. levels, a group at MIT , using the Oak Ridge accelerator, obtained data on a number of levels, shown with angular distributions calculated by them using . 206 True and Ford's wave functlons of . Pb. The remarkable thing here is that + there are levels of spin ranging all the way from 0 to 9 , and all are very ,<ell reproduced as seen in Fig. 6 . However angular distributions of reactions which are localized, to a high degree, in the surface, are never a very good test of nuclear structure, and sometimes as we saw, are independent of the details.
Relative cross sections constitute a inore rigorous test of nuclear models. A comparison with the 22 MeV data of the Yale group is shown in Fig. 8 where the calculated cross sections again are based on the True-Ford shell model calculation. Overall the agreement is rather good, especially as concerns the strongest , + states in the spectrum. The worst results are obtained for the second 2 and .satisfied that they evolve one into the other as continious functions of energy.
They exist for heavy nuclei at 4(),.30 and 17 MeV, but at each.energy different geometries were used, and:inbne case surface absorption, in .the other volume.
The situation is depicted in Table 2 We turn finally to the higher order processes . There exist 1'10 calculations but they will come soon. They will open the way to studying nuclei in which collective inelastic transitions are very strong. But also i.n vibrational like nuclei there are interesting possibilities because the higher order process is important for any state which possess anything like a two-phonon character as indicated in Fig. 9 . Such states are not easily excited by the simple direct transfer, but transfer from the one-phonon excited state is strong, and of course the inelastic transition.to the one-phonon level is enhanced. We are working in Berkeley on a novel method which will handle higher order processes. 9 Again we take as an example the (t,p) reaction. On the left of Fig. 10 the triton channels are depicted, and t l , for example denotes the whole collection of channel quantum numbers including the internal nuclear quantum numbers as well as those describing the relative motion in the channel. would describe the steady-state e;t.astic scattering from the excited state. The _ source terms represent the inelastic processes.· They couple the various triton channels. These are the usual coupled channel equations. They are to be solved subject to the physical conditions that there is a beam from the-accelerator in ' the ground channel, and at the most only outgoing waves in other channels.
On the right we depict the channels in the residual proton system.
Looking at a particular one of them, say Pl' ,it is fed by inelastic processes from other proton channels, but a s well a s that, -it may be fed by the transfer reaction taking place in the various triton channels. Which of these contributes and with whatiritensity, is a question of parentage and correlations such as earlier discussed.
The form of the source term for-a given triton channel leading to the proton channel in question is shown. The equation governing the motion of the proton in this channe;L is shown in the figure. It contains source terms corresponding to all the arrows, and it is coupled to all the other proton channels.
It must be solved subject to the boundary condition that there are only outgoing protons. The amplitude of the outgoing waves yields directly the S-matrix ele-, .
ments from which the (t,p) cross section can be calculated in the usual way. To summarize, we must solve a set of coupled equations describing the inelastic scattering in the triton-target system. These solutions are used to construct the proton source terms arising from the transfer reactions. Finally the coupled equations ;descr:Lbing the proton motion are solved.
:;.
This method computes the.inelasticscat-tering effects to all orders :;" among the retained channels, and treats the transfer process, as the weak pro-. cesse it is, only in first order. It is easily verified that if we drop all the sources corresponding to inelastic processes, we retrieve the DWBA to the transfer reaction. This allows us to check all details of the construction of the transfer source terms, down to the last factor of TI.
